
COMBINED THERMOMETER      

THERMOMETER, CLINICAL

THERMOMETER, POCKET

Dual range thermometer provides 

simultaneous reading of scale both in Celsius 

as well as Fahrenheit. Scale graduated 0 to 

110 × 1/1°C and 0 to 220 × 2/1°F.

2013880 Combined Thermometer

Sensitive and accurate thermometer for 

measuring body temperatures. Easy read 

double scale graduated 94 to 108ºF or 35 to 

43ºC. In plastic case with cap.

2013920/1 Thermometer, Clinical, Ordinary

2013920/2 Thermometer, Clinical, capillary 

and scale enclosed in Glass 

Capsule

2013920/3 Thermometer Clinical, with 

Digital LCD readout, having least 

count of 0.1ºC/F, battery 

operated

Mercury or red spirit filled, white backed 

with black printed scale for easy reading, in 

plastic case with pocket clip. Thermometer 

cap may be inserted into the thermometer 

for handling it or to extend reach. Graduated 

-10 to 110 × 1ºC. :Approx length 155mm.

2013960 Thermometer, Pocket

THERMOMETER 

STAND
Sheet metal stand 

of aluminium bent 

and formed in 

Z-shape, supports

three rows of six

thermometer

each (total

eighteen

thermometers)

safely

and conveniently.

The base of the

stand specially

cushioned with foam

to protect the thermometer bulbs.

2014040 Thermometer Stand

MINUTE TIMER
A simple and economical timer that measures 

one minute intervals up to 1 hour. After 

setting the desired time interval, a signal 

indicates the end of the timed period. Knob 

provided at the top for setting of time 

interval.

2014200 Minute Timer

(Other timing ranges also available on 

specific request)

STOP CLOCK (SMITH TYPE)
Durable, easy to use, spring-wound stop-clock useful for 

student labs and classroom demonstration. Large dial about 

100mm in diameter, with big pointer hands provides easy 

reading even from a distance. Bigger main dial with larger 

sweep hand reading 0-60 × 1 second with smaller dial 

reading 0-60 × 1 minute. Includes start/stop lever on 

left side and zero reset lever on its right side. Housed 

in a durable light-weight casing. Runs for about 30 hours 

on one complete winding.

2014160/1 Metal Casing with scratch-resistant epoxy coating

2014160/2 Unbreakable plastic casing
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METROLOGY OR MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

STOP WATCH, DIGITAL

STOP WATCH

HAND TALLY COUNTER 

A digital stop watch, with LCD display. 

Timed with Quartz movement to an 

accuracy of 0.01s. Includes lap / 

cumulative timing functions, 12/24 

hour clock in hours-minutes-seconds 

with day/date display and alarm function.

2014080 Stop Watch, Digital

Antimagnetic, spring wound, jeweled movement in a robust plated steel case, corrosion 

resistant, dust and damp proof. With thumb press knob at the top for start, stop and reset 

respectively and a ring for suspension through cord.

2014120/1 0-60 seconds main dial graduated to 1/5 second with 0-60 minutes smaller dial 

graduated every 1 minute

2014120/2 0-30 seconds main dial graduated to 1/10 second with 0-30minutes smaller dial 

graduated every ½ minute.

Capable to count any event up to the 9999 times 

with the help of push button. It can be reset 

by just rotating the knob fitted in side of the counter. 

2030250 Hand Tally Counter
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